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FRENCH OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE (Morning)

The following communique was issued this morning

by French G.H.Q.

Night generally quiet. Artillery action on both

sides in the region east of the Blies.



For Press and Broadcast. 5/11/39 - No. 2.

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE IN MIDDLESEX

The existence of foot and mouth disease was

confirmed today amongst cattle and pigs at Southall,

Middlesex.

An Order has been issued, which is now in force,

prohibiting the movement, except by licence, of all

cattle, sheep, pigs, goats and deer within approximately

15 miles of the infected premises. The area subject to

restrictions lies in the counties of Berkshire,

Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Kent, London,

Middlesex and Surrey,

MINISTRY OP AGRICULTURE AMD FISHERIES,
Animal Health Division,
23~25 Soho Square,
London, W. 1.

November sth, 1939.
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Not to be published before Monday the 6th November or
broadcast or issued on the club tapes before 7«-ocuH« on

Monday the 6th November.

MINISTRY OP SUPPLY.

PRESS NOTICE.

Leather Control.

The Minister of Supply has issued an Order, known as

the Control of Hides and Skins (N&»6) O-rder, 1939> and

operative from the 6th November, 1939 ? varying the maximum

prices, as fixed by the Control of Hides and Skins (N0.4)
Order, which may be paid for Imported Tanned Kips in the
United Kingdom.

Copies of this Order will shortly he available, and

may he purchased from H.M. Stationery Office, or through any
bookseller.

Issued through the Press and Censorship Bureau,
sth November, 1939*

Ministry of Supply,
Adelphi,
W.C.2 0

8.915.
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AIR MINISTRY ANNOUNCEMENT..

PROMOTION OP AIR VICE-MARSHAL R.E.C. PEIRSE TO BE

ACTING AIR MARSHAL ON APPOINTMENT TO THE

AIR COUNCIL.

His Majesty the King has been pleased to approve the promotion

of Air Vice-Marshal R.E.C. Peirse, C.8.,D.5.0*,A.F.C., the Deputy

Chief of the Air Staff, to be acting Air Marshal on his appointment

as an additional member of the Air Council.

Air Marshal Peirse served during the greater part of the last

War with the Royal Naval Air Service, and was awarded the D.S.O.

in January, 1915? for carrying out repeated attacks on German

submarine bases at Ostend and Zeebrugge, In January, 1919 he was

awarded the A.F.C. in recognition of distinguished services.

From then until the end of 1936, he held a number of important

appointments in the Royal Air Force, including those of Deputy

Director of Operations and Intelligence at the Air Ministry, and

of Air Officer Commanding British Forces in Palestine and Trans-

jordan. Since January, 1937? he has been Deputy Chief of the

Air Staff.

Air Marshal Peirse is the second additional member to "be

appointed to the Air Council since the outbreak of war. The

members of the Air Council are now as follows:-

the Rt.Hon. Sir Kingsley Wood, M.P., Secretary of State for

Air.

Captain H.H. Balfour, M.P., Parliamentary Under-Secretary
of State for Air.

Air Chief Marshal*. Sir Cyril LJ, Newall, Chief of the
Air Staff.

Air Marshal C.P.A. Portal, Air Member for Personnel.

Air Marshal Sir Wilfrid R. Freeman, Air Member for

Development and Production.

Air Marshal W.L. Welsh, Air Member for Supply and

Organisation,
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EMPIRE SECTION

CHEAP MONEY IN SOUTH AFRICA

The South African Government, which is determined

to pursue a cheap money policy, has just laid before a

Conference of the chief investment interests in the Union

proposals for the conversion of a £14,000,000 loan, 1940-1950,

and announced that the new loan will be issued on a ten years*

basis at the interest rate to be at These

proposals, as a precursor of the monetary policy the

Government intend to follow, have, it is understood, been well

received.

After stating that £2,000,000 in stock and £600,000

in cash were available in the Sinking Fund, the Finance

Minister, Mr. J.H. Hoffmeyer, explained that with a view to

keeping interest rates low and to preserve economic stability

in the country generally, it had been decided to forego the

natural Treasury objection to a short term loan. The Minister

asked for the co-operation of financial institutions in

maintaining a "cheap money" policy in the present time of

stress.

ISSUED THROUGH THE PRESS BUREAU
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MINISTRY OP POOD ANNOUNCEMENT.

In connection with rationing, the public are

reminded that they should register with the retailers of

their choice for bacon and ham, and for butter as soon as

they get their Ration Books, and not before.

They must also register for sugar, although this

is not rationed. The supplies of bacon and ham, butter,

and sugar needed for each district, will be measured by the

number of registered customers; and all shopkeepers, large

and small, will receive sufficient stocks to enable them

to meet their customers’ demands.

It is not necessary to register with the

same retailer for all three commodities.



Air Marshal R.E.C.Peirse, Deputy Chief of the Air Staff.

E.J.H. Lemon, Esq.., M.l.Mech.E., M.lnst. T., Director-General
of Productions.

Sir Harold Howitt, F.C.A.

Sir Arthur Street, Permanent Under-secretary of State for Air.

I
he Air Council is established under the provisions of the

Air Force (Constitution) Act, 1917? for the purpose of the

administration of matters relating to the Air Force and to the

defence of the realm "by air.

AIR MINISTRY
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FOR PUBLICATION IN MORNING PAPERS OF MONDAY, 6th NOVEMBER, 1939

ONLY - NOT FOR BROADCAST OR CLUB TAPES TONIGHT.

The King has "been graciously pleased to approve the

appointment of Mr. Victor Alexander Louis Mallet, C.M.G. C.V.0.,

Counsellor at His Majesty's Embassy at Washington to be His

Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at

Stockholm, in succession to Sir E. Monson, Bart., K.C.M.G.

FOREIGN OFFICE
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCASTIN G OR CLUB TAPES BEFORE

MONDAY, 6TH NOVEMBER.

ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE.

The First Lord of the Admiralty, accompanied by the

Deputy Chief of the naval staff, visited Paris from November

2nd to pth to discuss the work of the British and French

navies who are carrying out their joint task in active

co-operation.

On November 3rd Mr. Winston Churchill was received hy

Monsieur Daladier, the President of the Council, and by

Monsieur Campinchi, Minister of Marine. In the morning he

had a long discussion with Admiral Darlan, Commander-in-Chief

of the French naval forces„ Afterwards he was the guest

at luncheon of Admiral Darien where he met General Gamelin,

Commander--in-Chief of the French army, and General Vuillemin,

Commander of the French air force.

In tho evening Mr. Winston Churchill was the guest

at dinner of Monsieur and Madame Campinchi and there met

Monsieur Rio, Minister of Merchant Mah'ine, Monsieur Pemot,

Minister of Blockade, and Monsieur Champetier de Ribes, Under

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

On November 4th Mr. Winston Churchill lunched with

General Gsmelin and afterwards visited General Georges*

ADMIRALTY.
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INDIA OFFICE COMMUNIQUE.

(For Immediate Release)

(Simultaneous publication in India has been arranged)

The Governor General of India has issued to the press the

following statement and correspondence:-

The discussions which have been taking place between

representatives of the Congress and the Moslem League have not

ended in agreement. No one can regret more than Ido that this

should be the case, and I think it is only proper, as the issues

involved are so important, to recall the history of the last few

weeks.

War was declared on September 3rd. In a broadcast that

night I appealed to all parties and sections in India to co-

operate in its prosecution. On the following day I saw Mr. Gandhi

in Simla, and I discussed the whole position freely with him. I

similarly took immediate steps to see Mr. Jinnah as representing

the Moslem League. Nor did I fail to see the Chancellor of the

Chamber of Princes.

Thereafter the general question camefor consideration before

the Congress Working Committee and the Working Committee of the

Moslem League. The Working Committee of the Congreoc met on

September 15th. They condemned Nazi aggression in decisive terms.

But they postponed a final decision so as to allow for full

elucidation of the issues at stake, the real objectives aimed at,

and the position of India in the present and in the future, and

they invited the British Government to declare in unequivocal

terms what were their war aims and how those aims would apply to

India, and be given effect to in the present. Mr. Gandhi,

expressing his full agreement with the Working Committee T
s statement

remarked that he had been sorry to find himself alone in seeking

that whatever support was to be given to the British should be

given unconditionally.

The Working Committee of the Moslem League on September 18th
similarly asked, "If full, effective, and honourable co-operation
of the Mussalmans is desired,” that "a sense of security and satis-
faction” should created among Moslems, and referred in particular to

the position of Moslems in Congress Provinces, to the necessity for
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COMMUNIQUE

hot to he published or broadcast before 9 p.m. 4th
November, 1939. (Simultaneous publication “in India has

been “arranged).

The King has been pleased to approve the extension of

Lord Erskine *s appointment as Governor of Madras and the

postponement of Sir Arthur Hope’s assumption of office for

four months until March 1940.

NOTE FOR EDITORS

(CONFIDENTIAL; This is by the authority of the India
Office who must not be quoted.)

It is understood that the extension of Lord Erskine's

appointment which was due to expire this month is due to

the uncertainty of the situation regarding the attitude of

the Congress Party. It is felt that it would "be inconvenient

to have a change of Governors at a moment of constitutional

crisis in the Presidency. In the case of the other

Presidency, Bengal, where a change of Governors is also imminent,

the same considerations do not apply as the Government is

non-Congress.
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCASTING- BEFORE A. M. 5th NOVEMBER.

The following is placed at the disposal of the Press & B. B. C.
and British Official Wireless and to the Neutral Press

through Foreign Publicity Division for such use as they may
desire to make of it. It is not an official statement.

The Norwegian steamer MIM, which has run ashore off the Orkneys

while on her way to the British Contraband Control Station at Kirkwall,

was being navigated by the master of the ship at the time. This fact

is clearly established because all boarding officers have to ask the

masters of ships whether they will consent to navigate their ships

to the Contraband Control Base. Only if the master of a ship refuses
r

to navigate his Ship does the responsibility devolve upon the naval

authorities. In the case of the MIM a signal was made from that ship

to the warship which intercepted her, stating that the master of the

ship had consented to navigate his ship to Kirkwall.. This signal was

made before the MIM and the intercepting warship parted company.

The master of the MIM was also provided by the British naval authorities

with a chart of the approaches to Kirkwall. The wreck of the MIM

appears to have been due to the fact that the master of that ship

failed to appreciate the strength of the tide, although this was

clearly marked on the chart with which he was provided.

The MIM has "been abandoned, her crew having been saved bya

lifeboat.

FROM THE MINISTRY OF INFORMATION.
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Not for publication or broadcasting before a.m. 5th Nov.

The following is placed at the disposal of the Press & 8.8.C.

and British Official Wireless and to the Neutral Press through
Foreign Publicity Division for such use as they may desire to make

of it. It is not an official statement.

The visit of Mr. Winston Churchill, the First Lord of the

Admiralty, to Paris and his conversations with M.Campinchi, French

Minister of Marine, and Admiral Darton, Commander of the French

naval forces, emphasises the close co-operation of the French and

British navies in their fight against Germany.

The French navy of today is a strong and highly efficient force.

It is stronger in every arm than the German navy, and its conposition
is peculiarly well suited to combat the German methods of sea

warfare, since French realism never lost sight of the fact that

Germany would one day return to the attack of the Western

democracies.

Even at the outbreak of war Prance had seven capital ships
in commission of these two are fast battle cruisers of 26,000 tons

armed with 13 inch guns. They are well suited for dealing with

Permany*s pocket battleships and were, in fact, built as "replies"
to those shipso In cruisers Prance has seven large and fast ships
mounting 8 inch guns, and eleven six-inch gun cruisers. In

addition she has 32 light cruisers - exceptionally fast ships of

about 2,500 tons mounting five 5«4 inch guns. The French destroyers
strength consists of 46 modern destroyers, while Prance has 79
submarines - a slightly greater number than Germany possessed at

the outbreak of war. This fleet, with its large number of

auxiliary craft, is a formidable force which is playing an important
part in the maintenance of Allied seapowers. Its strength is not
only material. Under Georges Leygues and others whose names will

live in French naval history the French navy has attained a very
high state of efficiency.

Operationally, the co-operation of the French and British navies
has been close since the very beginning of the war. To some extent

this co-operation of the two navies was facilitated by the

experience gained by the units of both fleets in their activities
undertaken to prevent any spread of the Spanish Civil War.

The French and British navies have been working in close liaison

in the establishment and maintenance of patrols and provision of

convoy escorts, as well as in the prosecution of the offensive against
the German U boats.

In the latter connection it is no unusual thing to find French
and British patrol and anti-submarine craft side by side in port,
their crews fraternising while making the most of the brief period
of rest before they resume their patrols.

The French navy has also been playing an important pa. rt in the

interruption of German maritime trade and the capturing of German

merchant vessels on the high seas. In this connection the capture by
a French submarine of the German merchant ship Chemnitz and the
escorting of that ship into a French harbour has made submarine history

The "Paris talks between the heads of the French and British
navies is but the outward and visible sign of a friendly co-operation
which is growing day by day.

FROM THE MINISTRY OF INFORMATION,
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Not to be quoted as an Air Ministry Bulletin).

Dominion Ministers see R.A.F. at work.

During their visit to the Royal Air Force Coastal

Command head quarters today, November 4th, the Dominion Ministers

were shown actual messages reporting progress of an attack on

an enemy submarine by patrolling aircraft.

The signals, flashed by the pilot from far out over

Northern waters, were in the combat language of the R.A.F.

They came in quick succession as follows

"From n ilot of Aircraft No.* .1048'hours. Am over

enemy submarine in position.. "

”Submarine is diving”

’’Have attacked. Estimate one hit.”

Then followed the detailed report.

"I first sighted submarine on surface two miles

starboard bow. Submarine began to dive. I attacked down

wind and first salvo of bombs fell 50 yards ahead. I turned.

Second salvo fell five yards short from the conning tower, which

was still visible. The bomb splash and the conning tower

appeared to be on the same spot. The sea was very rough and

wind 50 m.p. hour. All traces of submarine then lost. End

message. Pilot Aircraft N0....”

The Dominion Ministers were also handed a message

reporting the discovery of a submarine by Aircraft in the

Atlantic. A few minutes later a signal announced that the

Aircraft had called up a destroyer which immediately changed

course to deal with the U boat.

FROM AIR AFFAIRS,
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FRENCH OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE

The following official communique was issued this

evening from French G-.H.Q.

On both sides light reconnoitering units have been

active between the Moselle and the Saar*



consulting Moslems fully regarding*any change in the existing Constitution

and securing their consent and approval.

I now again got in touch with Mr. Gandhi, Mr. Jinnah and the

Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes. I decided that, given the great

divergence of view which clearly existed between the two major

political parties in British India, I must satisfy myself as to the

trend of feeling in the country. In pursuance of that object I

interviewed over fifty people, representing all parties, communities

and interests. While those conversations were proceeding, the All-

India Congress Committee, on the 10th October, passed a resolution

repeating the demand of the Working Committee for a statement by His

Majesty’s Government of their war aims and peace aims. They demanded

also that India should be declared an independent nation and that the

present application of this status should be given to the largest

possible extent.

I reported my conversations in detail to His Majesty’s Govern-

ment, who at a time of overwhelming pressure have been devoting the

closest attention to the problems of India. It was in the light of

profound consideration and long discussion that on October 18th I made

a declaration on behalf of His Majesty’s Government. That declaration

emphasised, firstly, that Dominion Status remained the goal for India;

secondly, that His Majesty’s Government were prepared to reconsider the

scheme of the present Act at the end of the war in consultation with

leaders of opinion in India; thirdly, that His Majesty’s Government

attached importance to associating public opinion in India with the

prosecution of the war, and that for that purpose they contemplated

the formation of a consultative group, the details of which were to be

settled after I had further consulted with party leaders.

The announcements in my statement are of great importance. Their

importance has been belittled but they represent points of real

substance. The debates in Parliament which followed the publication of

my statement brought out another important point the readiness of

His Majesty’s Government, if certain conditions were secured, to

associate Indian opinion in a still closer and more responsible manner

with the conduct of war by a temporary expansion of the Governor-General’s



Executive Council* But reception in British India both of my

declaration and of subsequent debates in Parliament was, so far as

the Congress was concerned, definitely hostile. The Congress

Working Committee on the 22nd October passed a resolution to the

effect that my declaration was entirely unsatisfactory, and called

upon the Congress Ministries in the Provinces to resign. The

Moslem League on the same day asked that certain doubts should be

removed, and complete clarification of my declaration secured,

subject to which they empowered their President, if fully satisfied,

”to give an assurance of co-operation and support on behalf of the

Mussulmans of India to the British Government, for the purpose of

the prosecution of the war"#

I next invited Mr* Gandhi, Dr* Ra jendra Prasad, and Mr.

Jinnah, to come and see me on November Ist, and I discussed the

whole position with them frankly. I had already in my previous

conversations discussed with them,as with almost all my visitors,

from various aspects the possibility of an expansion of the

Governor-General' 1 s Council* I now' told them that if in regard to

association at the Centre, we had heen unable to go further than

the Consultative Group, it was because of lack of prior agreement

between the major communities such as would contribute to harmonious

working in the Centre* I added that the manifestos issued on

October 22nd by the Congress Working Commitee and the Moslem League

had shown only too clearly the gulf that existed between the attitude

of these two great parties*

I 'begged my visitors in these circumstances to meet and to

have discussions among themselves on the Provincial position, with

a view thereafter to putting forward in agreement proposals which

could "be considered for some expansion of the Governor-General’s

Council at the Centre* I told them that I saw no necessity for

every detailed difference hetween them in the Provinces to he resoivedo

What was needed was a sufficient resolution of those differences to

make the devising of a scheme for harmonious working at the Centre

practicable*



I begged them in a most earnest manner to spare no endeavour to

reach agreement; and I emphasised that this was essentially a

question affecting Indians on which agreement between Indians

themselves was what I was anxious to secure. I stressed the

profound anxiety not only of myself but of His Majesty's Government

to leave nothing undone which would contribute to achieve that

agreement.

The discussions which I suggested have taken place. The

result to me has been a profound disappointment. There remains

today entire disagreement between the representatives of the

major parties on fundamental issues. All I must say now is that

I am not prepared to accept this failure. I propose in due

course to try again in consultation with the leaders of these

great parties and the Princes to see if even now there may still

be the possibility of securing unity.

During all the time I have been in India there is nothing

I have been more anxious to secure than unity. And unity matters

far more to India thatmis perhaps always realised. Unity too,

means that Indians, whatever their community or whatever their

party allegiance, and whether they dwell in British India or in

Indian States, must work together in a common scheme. It is

worth a great deal to try to bring that about. I may have been

unsuccessful so far. But I will try again. And when I try

again, I would ask India to remember my difficulties and give me

credit for an earnest good will and an earnest desire to assist.

We are dealing with a problem that has defeated the united

endeavours of the greatest organisations in this country. There

are grave differences of view which have to be taken into account,

which should be bridged. There are strong and deeply-rooted

interests which are entitled to the fullest consideration and

whose attitude is not a thing lightly to be brushed aside. There

are minorities which are great in numbers as well as great in

hostoric importance, and in culture. Those are all factors to

/which



which full weight has to be given. But complex as the

problems are, I refuse to regard them as insoluble, and I

prefer to believe that, like other human problems, they will

yield to patient discussion in a spirit of good will. In

this belief I am encouraged by the friendly feeling which has

pervaded my discussions with leaders of parties. I would ask

the country, and I would ask the leaders of great political

parties and their constituents, who I know have faith in those

leaders, and are ably led by them, to give me the help which

I so much need if there is to be any hope of overcoming our

difficulties and reaching the result which I am sure that we

all of us desire.
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Letter dated New Delhi, 2nd November, 1939? from the

Governor General to Mr. M.K. Gandhi, Dr. Rajendra Prasad

and Mr. M.A. Jinnah..

"You will remember that I agreed during our conversation

yesterday to let you have in concrete form the proposition which

I put to you and the other gentlemen who were present at the

meeting, emphasising that I did so with a genuine desire to

help, a desire fully shared by His Majesty's Government.

2. The proposition which I invited you and the other

gentlemen present to consider, as leaders of the Congress and

the Moslem League, was that, given the great importance of

ensuring harmonious working at the Centre 9 you should enter

upon discussions between yourselves with a view to discovering

whether you could reach a basis of agreement between yourselves

in the provincial field, consequent on which you could let

me have proposals which would result in representatives of

your two organisations immediately participating in the

Central Government as members of my Executive Councils, I

brought out too, that in my judgment it ought not to be

necessary absolutely to resolve every detail of such

differences as may exist in the provinces. What was required,

as was remarked in the course of discussion, was a degree of

agreement in respect of the provinces to make it possible

for my visitors, and the organisations which they represented,

to put forward a scheme which could be considered for the

Centre.

3. I added in regard to any arrangement at the Centre-

first, that one would hope that it might he found practicable
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to include also one or possibly more representatives of

other important groups, and that that was a question on

which I should value yo.ur advice when we came to grapple

with details: secondly, that the arrangement which I invited

you to consider for the Centre would he an ad hoc arrangement

for the period of the war, and quite distinct from the much

wider question of constitutional reform at the end of the

war; and I mentioned that on the last point my declaration

had set out the position of His Majesty’s Government. I

attach a copy of extracts from that declaration which I brought

to the notice of the meeting yesterday; thirdly, that the

position of anyone appointed to my Executive Council as a member

of a political party would be identical in privilege and in

obligation with that of existing members of my Council; and

fourthly that the arrangement would be within the general

scheme of the existing law. It would be admittedly and

inevitably a makeshift arrangement for the duration of the

campaign. I brought out that what was required now, if we

could get a workable scheme together, was to put it into

operation with as little delay as possible, pending the more

general review of the whole constitutional position which His

Majesty’s Government have expressed their readiness to undertake

after the conclusion of hostilities.

4. I think the above makes the position clear. Let me

in conclusion repeat that, as I said yesterday, I am at any

time at your disposal or that of the other gentlemen who

attended our meeting, whether jointly or singly, to give any

assistance in my power in reaching conclusions on these most

important matters o
I feel certain, as I said yesterday,

that the suggestions I have put to you, reflecting as they do
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very real and substantial evidence of the anxiety of His

Majesty’s Government to reach a complete understanding, will

receive full and sympathetic consideration from you.

5. I am sending a similar letter to Mr. Gandhi and

Dr. Rajendra Prasad."

Enclosure.

(The extracts referred to above)

"11. His Majesty’s Government recognise that when the time

comes to resume consideration of the plan for the future

federal government of India, and of the plan destined to give

effect to the assurances given in Parliament by the late

Secretary of State, it will be necessary to reconsider in the

light of the then circumstances to what extent the details of

the plan embodied in t,he Act of 1935 remain appropriate.

And I am authorised now by His Majesty’s Government to say

that at the end of the war they will be very willing to enter

into consultation with representatives of the several

communities, parties and interests in India and with the

Indian Princes, with a view to securing their aid and co-

operation in the framing of such modifications as may seem

desirable.

12. I have, I trust, in what I have just said, made

clear that the intention and anxiety of His Majesty’s

Government is, as stated in the Instrument of Instructions

to the Governor-General, to further the partnership between

India and the United Kingdom within the Empire to the end

that India may attain her due place amongst the great
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Dominions, The scheme of government embodied in the Act

of 1935 was designed as an essential stage in that process.

But I have made clear in v/hat I have just said that His

Majesty’s Government will, at the end of the war, be

prepared to regard the scheme of tlw Act as open to

modification in the light of Indian views $ and I would

make it clear, too, that it will be their object, as at

all times in the past it has been, to spare no pains to

further agreement by any means in their power in the hope

of contributing to the ordered and harmonious progress of

India towards her goal,"

I remarked finally, speaking of the demands of

minorities for an assurance that full weight would he given

to their views and interests, "It is unthinkable that we

should nov/ proceed to plan afresh, or to modify in any

respect, any important part of India’s future Constitution

without again taking counsel with those who have in the

recent past been so closely associated in a like task with

His Majesty’s Government and with Parliament,"
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Letter to the Governor-General from Dr. Rajendra Prasad

dated New Delhi, November 3rd. 1939

"l thank you for your letter of November 2nd

embodying in concrete form the proposition which you had

placed before us when we saw you on November Ist. My

collegues and I have given our earnest consideration to it.

We have had also the advantage of full talks with Mr. M.A.

Jinnah. But v/e find ourselves unable to vary the answer

we gave you during the interview.

At the outset I would like to say that "both

Gandhi ji and I missed at the interview any reference to

the main and moral issue raised "by Congress about

clarification of war aims without which it was impossible for

Congress to consider any subsidiary proposal.

The present crisis has arisen owing to the outbreak

of war in Europe and the action of the British Government in

declaring India a belligerent country without the consent of

the Indian people. This crisis is entirely political and

is not related to the communal issue in India. It raised

vital questions in regard to the war aims of the British

Government and the position of India in relation to them. Tse

Congress Working Committee, as you are aware, issued a lengthy

statement on September 14th, 1939, in which they invited the

British Government to declare these war aims and, in particular,

how these aims were going to apply to India and to be given

effect to in the present. It was further stated that the

Indian people must have the right of self-determination by

framing their own constitution through a constituent Assembly,
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without external interference, and should guide their

own policy. On October 10th, 1939, the All-India Congress-

Committee approved of and endorsed this statement, and

stated that in the declaration to be made by the British

Government, India must be declared an independent nation

and present application should be given to this status to

the largest possible extent. The Committee further added

that Indian freedom must be based on democracy and unity, and

full recognition and protection of the rights of minorities.

Subsequent to this, the policy of the British

Government was declared in the Viceregal statement, extracts

from which you have been good enough to send me. This

statement was considered by the Congress Working Committee

soon after, and the Committee expressed their opinion that:

it was unfortunate and wholly unsatisfactory. As a

consequence of this, they felt compelled to declare that

they were unable to give any support to Great Britain, and

to call upon the Provincial Governments in the Provinces

where Congress is in a majority to tender their resignations*

It is worthy of note that the Viceroy’s declaration

ofBritish policy met with the disapproval of an overwhelming

body of opinion in India, even outside the Congress.

Subsequent statements made on behalf of the British

Government in Parliament have not made any essential difference

to the policy outlined in the Viceroy’s statement, and as

you have rightly pointed out, that policy is still governed

by the extracts from it that you have kindly sent us, I

am afraid it is quite impossible ior us to accept this policy

or to consider any steps to further co-operation unless the

policy of the British Government is made clear in a declaration

on the lines suggested by Congress
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It has pained us to find the communal question

being dragged in in this connection. It has clouded the

main issue. It has been repeatedly said on behalf of

Congress that it is our earnest desire to settle all points

of communal controversy by agreement, and we propose to

continue our efforts to this end* But I would point out

that this question does not in any respect come in the way

of a declaration of Indian freedom as suggested above. Such

a declaration applies to the whole of India and not to any

particular community, and the constituent assembly which

will frame India's constitution will be formed on the widest

possible basis of franchise, and by agreement in regard to

communal representation* We are all agreed that there must

be full protection of minority rights and interests and this

protection should be by agreement between the parties concerned.

The British Government faking or sharing the burden has, in

our opinion, made a settlement of the question much more

difficult than it should have been. It should allay all

real anxiety on the part of the British Government when

Congress declares that it contemplates no constitution which

does not carry with it the protection of real minorities to

their satisfaction.

It seems to us that a clear declaration or the kind

suggested is an essential preliminary to any further consideration

of the matter. I should like: to add that recent developments

in the European war have made it all the more necessary for

a clean enunciation of war aims. If a satisfactory declaration

is made, a discussion of the proposal made hy Your Excellency

will he appropriate and useful and we shall he glad to discuss

it with you.
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It ia perhaps unnecessary to state that Gandhiji is in full

agreement with this letter. We propose to leave tomorrow

evening for Wardha unless Your Excellency desires otherwise. *'
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Letter to the Governor-General from Mr.M.A„Jinnah

dated New Delhi, November 4th o

"With reference to the joint interview which

M.V. Gandhi, Dr.Rajendra Prasad, President of the Congress, and

myself had with you on November Ist and in reply to your letter,

dated November 2nd, I beg to inform you that I understood that

the Congress leaders and myself were to consider the proposals

of Your Excellency, namely - to quote from Your Excellency’s

letter - ’The proposition which I invited you and the other

gentlemen present to consider, as leaders of the Congress and

the Moslem League, was that, given the great importance of

ensuring harmonious working at the Centre, you should enter upon

discussions between yourselves with a view to discovering

whether you could reach a basis of agreement between yourselves

in the provincial field consequent on which you could let me

have proposals which would result in representatives of your two

organisations immediately participating in the Central Govern-

ment, as members of my Executive Council. I brought out too,

that in my judgment it ought not to be necessary absolutely to

resolve every detail of such differences as may exist in the

Provinces o
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What was required, as was remarked in the course of discussion,

was a degree of agreement in respect of the Provinces such as to

make it -possible for my visitors, and organisations which they

represented, to put forward a scheme which could be considered

for the Centre,’without prejudice to the resolution of the

Moslem League of the 22nd October stating that the declaration

of Your Excellency on behalf of His Majesty’s Government was not

satisfactory and required further clarification and assurances

and also without prejudice to the demand of Congress for a

declaration as adumbrated in the resolution of the All-India

Congress Committee on the 10th October, 1939.

In consequence I met the leaders of Congress and I was

informed by them finally that they had come to the conclusion

that they could not discuss any questions with regard to the

matters referred to in your letter of the 2nd instant, relating

to the Provincial field or ’at the Centre’ until the British

Government had complied with their demand as embodied in the

resolution of the All-India Congress Committee; hence these two

questions were not further discussed.
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FRENCH OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE

(Night]i

The following communique was issued tonight

by French G.H.Q:-

Quiet day.
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